Soviets cancel concert

Cynthia Moore

Soviet Union officials have called off the four-week tour of the Moscow State Symphony, which was scheduled to perform for the Baptist Convention of North Carolina at a meeting this week. "This is the first time a performance for the Artistic Cooperation has been canceled for official reasons," a Moscow officials that the country approved the proposal to cancel. William Ray, associate professor in communication and director of concerts, received word from the Soviet Union via Mr. Kostitsyn, deputy chief of the Moscow State Symphony, that the concerts would not take place as planned. "It was a sad day for all of us," Ray said. "We were looking forward to hosting the Moscow State Symphony, but we understand their decision." The Moscow State Symphony has toured throughout Europe and the United States. However, the proposed tour has been met with opposition from some quarters, including Baptist Convention officials. Ray emphasized that the concert was not canceled due to political reasons, but rather due to scheduling conflicts. "We understand that the Moscow State Symphony has commitments elsewhere, and we respect their decision," Ray added. The Moscow State Symphony's withdrawal from the series of concerts it was scheduled to perform in North Carolina is the latest in a series of cancellations by foreign artists. The move comes at a time when the relationship between the two countries is strained, with the collapse of the Berlin Wall and the end of the Cold War. Ray expressed his regret at the loss of the concerts, but also emphasized the importance of diplomacy and understanding in the current climate. "It's a shame that these performances were canceled, but we also recognize the importance of working towards better understanding between our countries," Ray said.
Council evaluates energy problems

This year's second meeting of the Energy Conservation Council was held on Tuesday, Oct. 26, in Room 140 of the SG Administration building. The meeting was lead by President Robin Lozano. The president stressed the importance of discussing energy conservation during energy crisis in the world.

The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the possibility of developing programs to save energy. The president mentioned that the SG Administration building is one of the most energy-intensive buildings on campus.

According to WRAL, energy prices have reached an all-time high and are expected to continue increasing. The SG Administration building is one of the most energy-intensive buildings on campus.

The SG Administration building is one of the most energy-intensive buildings on campus.

As a result, the SG Administration building is one of the most energy-intensive buildings on campus.

At Stereo Sound, We’ve Taken the Sound Out of the Box.

Our Secret? The New AVID Minimum Diffraction Loudspeakers are no longer a secret! The word has spread faster than AVID can make them — as a result of you, the many people who have had to wait for your loudspeakers.

The AVIDs are back in stock, and we’re having a... WINE AND CHEESE PARTY FRIDAY, SEPT. 28 From 12:00-9:00 P.M.

* Meet Rick Lozano from AVID

* Buy 2 pairs of AVID speakers and get a free pair of stands valued up to $60.00

* Stop by now and register (as often as once a day) with your local Stereo Sound to be given away FRIDAY NIGHT.

If you like music, you’ll love...
Fellowships offered to seniors

Students interested in teaching in the University System of Missouri-now in need of teaching assistants in the following colleges: Arts and Sciences, Business and Economics, Education, Engineering, Medicine, and Law. Fellowships will be made available to eligible students who have graduated on or before June 30, 1976. The fellowships will be awarded on a competitive basis and are usually available by September 1.

Fellowships are intended to assist students who have already completed their courses of study and are preparing for careers in teaching. They are offered by the Department of Education and are available in a variety of fields, including mathematics, science, English, history, and economics.

For more information, please contact the Office of Graduate Fellowships, University of Missouri-Columbia, 1221 Rollins Hall, Columbia, MO 65211, or call 573-882-4766.

Race Judicata

A legal case that deals with the issue of racial discrimination in the workplace.

Mike Laffon

Mediocre album keeps Dylan's myth alive

After an album as ambitiously intense and experimental as "Slow Train Coming," it is disappointing to see Dylan settle for mediocrity. "Street-Legal" is a failure in every respect. It is a dull, uninspired effort that fails to capture the essence of Dylan's legendary status. The album lacks the passion and intensity that characterized his earlier work, and it is not worth the investment of time and money.

"Street-Legal" is a disappointment that fails to live up to the expectations that fans had for Dylan's next studio album. While it is not a complete failure, it is not a success either. It is a中间产品 that fails to capture the musical genius that has made Dylan one of the greatest songwriters of all time.

Ingram Auto Parts

9614 University Parkway
Columbia, MO

Phone: 724-7855

Valentino

Italian Restaurant

Winston-Salem's Finest Italian Cuisine

2525 St. Mark Manor
Shopping Center is now open, 7 days a week, at 11 a.m.

Awarded best restaurant in the Tried by Tried awards.

No Cover Charge Mixed Drink Bar

10% Discount with this advertisement

Inquire within, special negotiable or gift card possible.

Phone: 724-2372

CRA Beautiful Hair Salon

330 Pob Rd
Winston-Salem, N.C. 27105

Crawell lectures scheduled

John McNaught

Charles H. Bartlett's views on education at the University of Texas will be the subject of his lecture on "The Golden Rule: End of the American Dream?" at the University of Texas on Monday, October 4.

The lecture will be held in the Student Union auditorium at 7:30 p.m. and is open to the public.

Crawell Lectures

Endowed by the late Charles H. Bartlett, the lectures have been held annually since 1961 to commemorate the centennial of the founding of the university.

The lectures feature prominent educators, writers, and politicians who discuss topics related to higher education.

Past speakers have included Nobel laureates, Pulitzer Prize winners, and distinguished scholars.

This year's lecture is the 57th in the series and continues the tradition of addressing important issues in higher education.

For more information, please contact the Office of the Vice President for University Communications at 512-384-2980.

COME TO ZIGGY'S

The Only

Party in Town!

7-11 Sun.

318 30th St.

SOUTH BAY PIZZA

PIZZA

GARDEN

Campus Delivery: Sun., Thur.-Sat. 10-11 p.m.
Fri.-Sat. 6-1 a.m.
Open For Breakfast: 6-11 Mon.-Sat.

724-7800

Corner of College Drive and SC

CVM Movie

Midnight Express

Fri.-Sat. 7-9:15-11:30

Mon.-Sat.

5 M.W.D.

$5 WILD.

Every: Tuesday Night Ladies Night

(35¢ Drafts, 60¢ cans)

Thursday Night Happy Hour All Night

(50¢ Drafts, 60¢ cans)

Afternoon 1.0.1.

Happy Hour 4-8 p.m.

(35¢ Drafts, 60¢ cans)

New Year's Eve with

DEACON FLINT

Premium draft beer

$3.49

SOUTH BAY PIZZA

NORTHERN STYLE PIZZA

Reynolda Manor Haircutters

"The Family Haircut Center"

Precision Haircutting

A trim is a must with any of these cuts...

Karen Wilh
Shirrel Lord
Dale Wall
Colby Johnson
Doyid Wilh

Pizza

Valentino

Italian Restaurant

Winston-Salem's Finest Italian Cuisine

2525 St. Mark Manor
Shopping Center is now open, 7 days a week, at 11 a.m.

Awarded best restaurant in the Tried by Tried awards.

No Cover Charge Mixed Drink Bar

10% Discount with this advertisement

Inquire within, special negotiable or gift card possible.

Phone: 724-7855

724-2372

Whitney's

BEAUTY SALON

330 Pob Rd
Winston-Salem, N.C. 27105

CRA

American Pharmacies

Andrews

SANDERS

36 W. American
d

Philifer

ANDREW'S SUMMIT PHARMACY

2.70

Take a stand for quality.

You can have a stimulating and rewarding career in law or business.

For more information, please contact the Office of the Vice President for University Communications at 512-384-2980.
Mike Riley

America should shake nukes

Nearby, 300,000 picketers gathered in New York to protest theregion's current dependence on nuclear energy, the charge of the rally's coordinator, "We are the people who suffer from nuclear energy will be crippled." This simple, yet powerful statement highlights the fundamental issues concerning energy availability and resource management. According to the coordinator, many nations are not equipped to handle the aftermath of a nuclear disaster, and the potential for an accident is very real.

As concerns about the safety of nuclear energy grow, so does the demand for alternative energy sources. Nuclear fusion reactors are currently under development. The fusion process, which is the same process that powers the sun, involves the combining of atomic nuclei to release energy, without the risk of accidents associated with fusion. Nuclear fusion has the potential to provide a stable and reliable source of energy, which is an attractive alternative to nuclear fission.

In the meantime, the American people must continue to support and participate in peaceful protests to demand a phase-out of nuclear energy programs. The struggle for a safer and more sustainable future is a battle that we must all fight together.

Mary Nash Kelly

Criticism increases patriotism

For the younger generation, this part of history's past is new and fascinating. Their parents of America are those who wish that one day they read and understand their community. Their relatives look for a way to improve their knowledge of America. Patriotism is not just an American value, but a universal one.

We have been a land of freedom, a nation of liberty. Our founding fathers instilled in us the idea of a great experiment in democracy. America's achievements have been recognized around the world. This has earned us the respect of other nations. America is a world leader in science and technology. American universities are among the best in the world. Our contributions to medicine, physics, and engineering have been significant.

The strongest criticism is strong enough to knock down the strongest pillars. The constant reminders about the importance of our history are necessary. America has been through many challenges, but we have overcome them. Our critical thinking is an essential tool in our everyday lives

Kim Cinner

Real world threatens princess

As Princess is off to the island, she will be watched over by many observers. It is an exciting time for her. She is a princess of the world, and her arrival will be celebrated across the globe.

Princess must find a job. With the loss of her family and her emphasis in Religion of the American culture. She has received the title of the unemployed student. "The College Placement Assistant. 1976." With the help of her liberal arts and her emphasis in Religion of the American culture. She has received the title of the unemployed student. "The College Placement Assistant. 1976." With the help of her liberal arts, she will find a job. Whether she goes to the schools of her choice or the schools of her mentor, she will be successful. She will know her fate.

Her most liberal of liberal arts major, Princess still has her wits. When she does so? But what better way than to have for this planet that indeed never happened. Princess understands. She is on her way to fulfill her dream. Princess understands. She is on her way to fulfill her dream. Princess understands. She is on her way to fulfill her dream. Princess understands. She is on her way to fulfill her dream. Princess understands. She is on her way to fulfill her dream. Princess understands. She is on her way to fulfill her dream. Princess understands. She is on her way to fulfill her dream.
Nilscon exhibit requires scrutiny

Gladys Nilsson's watercolors on exhibit in the Fine Arts Gallery invite the casual observer into a close examination of the work. Each painting appears as a glancing glimpse into a world of limitless possibilities, recorded and condensed into being through Nilsson's fluid application of paint.


The Artist's Series: Ruggiero Rucci opens the 1979 Artist Series Tuesday, September 25, at 8:30 p.m. in the Fine Arts Center. The second half opens with Marvin and Karen Dresdents' "The Smallest Possible Orchestra." The performance is free to FSM students with ID.

B & M GRILL
30 N. Marshall
390-8500

Home Cooking

Platt Travel
All Travel Services
5-Day Combination for 1980
Spring Break Cruise
Savings Break Cruises
Wake Student Rates Available
Call 722-2156 and ask for "Platt from Mill.""
Basketball strong if starters healthy

John Lancaster

Every year around this time, Demon Deacon fans are usually heard mourning "The Basketball Strong Time." Basketball season is being targeted as the worst time of the year for the Demon Deacon fans. It is a period of great anxiety, with many of the team's best players being away from the court, leaving the fans to worry about how the team will fare without them.

But this year, Demon Deacon fans can look forward to a strong team. The Demon Deacons have a deep and talented roster, with many returning players and a few promising freshmen.

Coach Bill Dellastatious has high expectations for his team. "We have a lot of experience returning and some great freshmen coming in," he said. "I think we have the potential to be one of the best teams in the country."
Teams enter title chase

Keith Holms

Only three weeks into the Atlantic Coast Conferencc season, seven teams are still contending for the league crown. Every victory and loss is critical as the field begins to sharpen and games are played without the margin for error often seen early in the season.

One of the biggest surprises in the ACC this season has been the emergence of North Carolina. The Tar Heels are currently ranked third in the nation, and they are considered by many to be a threat to the title.

North Carolina has been led by quarterback Jerry Vale, who has been a force to be reckoned with all season. His leadership has helped the team to a 4-0 start and has put them in a strong position to challenge for the title.

Other teams, such as Virginia and Maryland, have also been successful this season, but they have not been able to sustain their early success. Virginia is currently ranked second in the ACC, while Maryland is third.

The ACC is known for its strong defensive teams, and this year is no exception. The game could boil down to a battle between the ACC’s top teams, and it will be interesting to see which team emerges as the champion.

Overall, the ACC is in a much stronger position than it has been in recent years. The conference has produced several games that have been exciting and competitive, and it is clear that the title chase is heating up.

Teams entering the title chase include North Carolina, Virginia, Maryland, and other ACC teams. The competition is tough, and it will be interesting to see which team emerges as the champion.

Thus, the ACC is in a much stronger position than it has been in recent years. The conference has produced several games that have been exciting and competitive, and it is clear that the title chase is heating up. Teams entering the title chase include North Carolina, Virginia, Maryland, and other ACC teams. The competition is tough, and it will be interesting to see which team emerges as the champion.
Opera highlights season

William Madill

Winston-Salem was afforded a rare treat last weekend with the Piedmont Opera Theatre's production of Wolfgang Mozart's "Don Giovanni." At Reynolds Auditorium last Friday, the Piedmont Opera Theatre's production was included in the Winston-Salem arts season and is a notable event in the Piedmont Opera Theatre's season.

Mozart composed "Don Giovanni" in 1787, and the opera was completed in 1787. The comic element is apparent from the first act, and the opera was completed in 1787. The opera is one of the most famous operas in the world, and it is considered a masterpiece of the genre.

The Piedmont Opera Theatre's production of "Don Giovanni" was conducted by artistic director Norman Johnson. The opera's treatment of Mozart's dramatic material was executed with great skill and sensitivity, and the production was uniformly excellent. "Don Giovanni's" comic nature was expressed through a series of hilarious moments and the graver, more serious moments of the evening, conducted by artistic director Norman Johnson.

Alma Jean Stephens, as the comic character Leporello, was simply superb. Throughout the evening, Stephens' Leporello was effective, with his comic fear and the urgent solemnity of Mozart's "Don Giovanni." She was anotherjoyful party to the audience.

The opera deals with a lustful nobleman, Don Giovanni, who is best known for his comic escapades and his seductions of a renowned beauty. The opera is a comic opera, and it is considered one of the most famous operas in the world. Its subject matter is a satire of the aristocracy and a commentary on the nature of love.

The cast of the "Don Giovanni" production was uniformly excellent. "Don Giovanni's" comic nature was expressed through a series of hilarious moments and the graver, more serious moments of the evening, conducted by artistic director Norman Johnson. Alma Jean Stephens, as the comic character Leporello, was simply superb. Throughout the evening, Stephens' Leporello was effective, with his comic fear and the urgent solemnity of Mozart's "Don Giovanni." She was another joyous party to the audience.
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